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METHODS AND DEVICES FOR DELIVERING SUTURES IN TISSUE

CROSS-REFERENCE

[0001] This application is a continuation -in-part of international application number

PCT/US2009O51442 filed July 22. 2009. and entitled "Methods and Devices for Delivering

Suture in Tissue".

[0002] This application is a non-provisional of U.S. Provisional Application No.: 61/107,622

filed October 22. 2008. and entitled 'Suture Stitching Device" the entirety of which is

incorporated by reference herein.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] The present invention relates generally to systems and methods for the driving of a

needle or suture through or into body tissue (typically, the needle will be affixed to a suture

that remains in the tissue) using a catheter, introducer or other minimally invasive means. The

methods and devices described herein can be used in any number of medical procedures,

including but not limited to. approximating tissue (e.g.. bring separated tissue together),

iigating tissue (e.g., encircling or tying off) and fixating of tissue (attaching tissue to another

structure or different tissue).

[0004] Commonly known suture systems mechanically drive needles thru the tissue wall to

create passage for a suture. Such mechanisms are often complicated and require a skilled

operator. In addition, the conventional mechanisms can involve many procedural steps to

manipulate a needle to conform to a path to properly position the suture into tissue.

[0005] Conventional suture driving systems used for wound closure provides one example of

existing suture driving systems. Such wound closure systems are used in transluminal

medical procedures that are seeing a rise in popularity due to the reduction in surgical damage

to healthy tissue, decreased recover time, and ultimate cost savings to the patient associated

with these procedures.

[0006] These transluminal procedures typically require a puncture into a body lumen and

through the overlying tissue for the passing of catheters guide wires laparoscopes,

endoscopes, vascular devices etc. as required by the particular procedure. The punctures are

created with instruments such as access needles, trocar, introducer sheaths or other access

devices and may measure from 1 to upwards of 15 mm in diameter. After completion of the

procedure, the physician can utilize a closure system to close the puncture quickly to prevent

further bleeding.

[0007] Manual compression of arterial or venous punctures is a common closure technique



and an alternative to such closure systems. Tn this closure technique, medical personnel apply

continuous pressure to the wound site allowing the blood to eventually clot sufficiently

sealing the wound. However, this technique is typically very time consuming, requires the

patient to bedridden for an extended time, and is not applicable for punctures over 4mm. The

longer recovery time increases overall cost and decreases patient satisfaction.

[0008] Sutures remain the preferred method of sealing such wounds but the limited access

and small size of the typical wound formed during a transluminal procedure complicates, the

task of sealing these wounds.

[0009] Generally a physician must introduce a suture needle through the tissue tract and into

the body lumen, position the needle then passed the needle through tissue pulling the suture

through as well. A number of devices are disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 5,374,275 to Bradley et

aL U.S. Pat. No. 5,364,408 to Gordon, U.S. Pat. No. 5.320,632 to Heidmueller, U.S. Pat. No.

5,403.329 to Hmchcliffe, U.S. Pat. No. 5.368,601 to Sauer et al., U.S. Pat. No. 5,431.666 to

Auer et al. and international publications WO 94 1321 1 and WO 95-13021 each of the above

references is incorporated b reference herein.

[0Θ10J While these devices allow for sealing of the wound and driving the suture and needle

through tissue they are relatively complex and employ a significant number of moving parts.

Accordingly these devices are relatively costly to produce and are prone to mechanical

failure

[0011] U.S. Patent Nos. 5.527,322. 5.792,152. 6.206.893, and 6,517,553 all to Klein U.S.

and Pat. No. 5.972.005 to Stalker (each of the above is incorporated by reference herein)

describes devices employing flexible or pre-shaped curved needles that are deformed from a

natural shape during insertion or during advancement in tissue to close a puncture wound.

U.S. Patent No. 7,377,926 to Topper et al. (incorporated by reference herein) teaches another

system for inserting a needle. In this variation the insertion device houses a bendable needle

in one of the jaws and is adapted to earn, a suture

[0012] However, systems, such as those described above often deform a needle to drive a

suture. Deformation of the needle in this manner often results in device malfunction when

placing the suture, or requires significant additional complex components to ensure proper

movement of the needle and suture as desired. Accordingly there remains a need for a simple

mechanized device and method to accurately and precisely drive a suture through tissue in a

constrained space such as is required in less invasive procedures.

[0013] Such systems can also perform closure of openings in organs whether to repair a

defect, to close a wound, or to close an incision made in the organ for the purpose of

accessing the organ to perform a separate medical procedure. As one example when

performing valve repair or replacement within the heart a surgeon can access an apex of the



heart after performing a thoracotomy or a inini-tlioracotomy. The thoracotomy allows the

surgeon to manually close the opening in the heart tissue via a suture pattern. Such a pattern

can include one or more concentric purse string suture patterns to ensure closure of the

opening into the heart. Percutaneous access to the heart to perform such valve procedures

results in many of the same benefits as other percutaneous procedures. Namely reduced

complications, cost and recovery time on the part of the patient. However, percutaneous

access leaves the surgeon with a small access path to close the opening in the heart.

[0014] The anatomical structure of the apical area permits the introduction of various

surgical devices and tools into the heart without significant disruption of the natural

mechanical and electrical heart function. Access to the heart through the femoral vessels in

percutaneous methods is limited to the diameter of the vessel (approximately 8 mm).

However, access to the heart through the apical area allows for a significantly larger access

path (approximately 25 mm). Thus, apical access to the heart permits greater flexibility with

respect to the types of devices and surgical methods that may be performed in the heart and

great vessels. Such access s disclosed in Bergheim. US Patent Application 20050240200. the

entirety of which is incorporated by reference. Accordingly, there remains a need for a

simple mechanized device that can accurately and precisely drive a suture through tissue

allows the surgeon to close the heart tissue and complete the procedure in a percutaneous

manner.

[OΘ153 In addition, the methods and systems described herein have additional uses other than

closure of tissue. In another example. U.S. Patent Application No. 20070203479 to Auth et

al. (incorporated by reference herein) describes methods and devices, and systems for the

partial or complete closure or occlusion of a patent foramen ovale ("PFO"). An improved

suture driving device can be used for fixating tissue and eliminate the need for such

implantable devices.

[OΘ16| Accordingly, the need continues to exist for an improved suturing systems and

methods that drive a suture for approximating tissue, ligating tissue, and/or fixating of tissue.

SUMNLARY OF THE INVENTION

[0017] The following description includes an example of the methods and devices within the

scope of this disclosure. It is also contemplated that combinations of aspects of various

embodiments as well as the combination of the various embodiments themselves is within the

scope of this disclosure.

[0Θ18] In one variation the invention includes a suture driving assembly for positioning a

suture in a tissue section, the assembly comprising at least one needle assembly having a

tissue piercing end distal to an elongate shaped section, the elongate shaped section having a



curvilinear shape the elongate shaped section being elastically deformable when restrained

into a strained state and upon release assumes, the curvilinear shape the suture coupled to the

needle assembly; a main body having a tissue engaging surface at a distal end at least one

constraining channel and at least one retrieving channel each of which having an opening at

the tissue engaging surface; such that when the elongate shaped section of the needle

assembly is in the restraining portion, the elongate shaped section is deformed into the

strained state and when the elongate shaped section advances through the guide segment

portion, the elongate shaped section assumes the curvilinear shape upon continued

advancement the elongated shaped section exits through the opening of constraining channel

in the curvilinear shape; a suture retriever assembly located in the needle receiving channel.

[0019] Suture driving assemblies according to the present disclosure can include needle

assemblies having elongate shaped sections comprising a cross sectional shape that has two

axis that are not of equal length. In one example such a cross sectional shape includes a non-

circular cross-sectional shape. In such cases the non-circular shaped needle assemblies are

constructed to promote assuming the desired curvilinear shape. For example, the largest

dimension of such a needle assembly will promote stability along that dimension so that

bending occurs in line with the smallest dimension (e.g . bending will occur about the axis of

the longest dimension). For example, if the needle assembly is rectangular the bending of the

needle shall occur in line with the smallest dimension of the cross-sectional shape. In

additional variations the suture driving assembly further comprises a constraining channel

having at least a portion with a non-circular cross-sectional shape to aϊ ϊow a sliding fit with

the non-circular cross-sectional shape of the elongate section of the needle assembly.

[UΘ20] The suture driving assemblies described herein can optionally include a clamping

member axially moveable relative to the tissue engaging surface. Optionally, the clamp

member can be expandable with a first reduced profile and an expanded profile, where in the

reduced profile the expandable member can advance through an opening in the tissue section

and where the expandable member can be withdrawn toward the tissue supporting face to

secure the tissue section therebetween. The clamping member may be displaced prior to the

suture driving assembly being deployed or it may maintain its position, securing the tissue

while the suture driving assembly is being deployed.

[0021] The needle assembly as well as the number of needle assemblies can va depending

upon the type of suture stitch required. For example, the device can include a single needle

assembly having a single shaped section or multiple shaped sections. In alternate variations,

the assembly comprises two or more needle assemblies. The needle assemblies as well as the

shaped portions used in any particular suture driving mechanism need not have the same

shape. Instead, a single suture driving assembly can use needle assemblies of differing shapes



at the same time. However the spacing and relation of the constraining channel and the

retrieval channel shall be adjusted to accommodate a particular shape and configuration of a

particular needle assembly.

[0022] In certain variations, the constraining channel can include a first cross-sectional shape

and the guide segment has a second cross sectional shape, where the first and second cross-

sectional shapes are different, where the second cross sectional shape permits at least a part of

the shaped section of the needle assembly entering the guide segment to revert to the

curvilinear shape prior to entry into the tissue.

[OΘ23| In additional variations the constraining channel can include a cross-sectional shape

that corresponds to the cross-sectional shape of the respective needle deployed therein. This

provides orientation between the constraining channel and the shaped section of the needle.

When the elongate shaped section of the needle exits the distal end of the constraining

channel, the needle travels in a path defined by its curvilinear shape. The constraining

channel can be parallel to, or at an angle to. the primary longitudinal axis of the device.

[0024| The sutures used in the devices and methods described herein can include a needle

assembly comprising a needle lumen extending through at least the tissue piercing end and

where the suture is removably nested within the needle lumen. In additional variations the

suture can be located exterior to the needle assembly so that a first free end of the suture is

inserted into the needle lumen at the tissue piercing end. In another vari ation a single suture

can be affixed at both ends to a needle assembly where the needle assembly comprises two

shaped sections with each having a tissue piercing end.

[0025] Sutures used in the present devices and methods can be front loaded into a needle

assembly. As a result, a suture retriever assembly can remove the suture from the needle

assembly via a front portion of the needle assembly. In one example, the suture retriever

assembly comprises at least one pawl member that reduces an opening of the retrieving

channel to less than a size of the needle assembly and suture where the pawl member i

biased to allow movement of the needle assembly and suture in a first direction and resist

movement of the needle assembly and suture in a second direction, where rearward movement

of the needle assembly from the retrieving channel causes the paw member to compress and

retain the suture within the retrieving channel.

[0026] Alternate suture retriever assembly can include structures selected from the group

consisting of a set of jaws a recessed notch pawl, funnel catch cloth, magnetic coupling

device, finger trap, or other gripping mechanism.

[0027] The devices of the present disclosure can include one or more vacuum lumens at the

tissue engaging surface for securing tissue thereagainst. Alternately or in combination the

tissue engaging surface can include a bonding agent for securing tissue thereagainst.



fOO28| The devices described herein can be combined with various other medical

implements to aid in the closure of tissue. For example, the devices can include one or more

pledgets that removably positioned on the tissue engaging surface for placement at the

opening in tissue.

[0029] In another variation a suture driving assembly for closing an opening in a tissue

section can include a first needle assembly having a tissue piercing end distal and being

eϊ astically defomiable when restrained into a strained state and upon release assumes the

curvilinear shape; a suture exterior to the needle assembly and having at least one end front-

ϊoaded into a needϊe lumen of a first tissue piercing portion of the first needle assembly a

main body having a tissue engaging surface at a distal end. at least one constraining channel

and at least one retrieving channel each of which having an opening at the tissue engaging

surface; where the constraining channel extends through the main body and comprises at least

a restraining portion having a profile to maintain the needle assembly into the strained state

and a guide segment portion adjacent to the constraining channel opening and having a profile

to release needle assembly into the curvilinear shape when advanced therethrough and upon

continued advancement the needle assembly exits the opening of the constraining channel in

the curvilinear shape; a suture retriever assembly located in the needle retrieving channel and

comprising a pawl mechanism, where the pawl mechanism interferes with the front loaded

suture and needle assembly when advanced therein, where rearward movement of the front

loaded suture and needle assembly causes the pawl to engage the suture to retain the suture

within the needle retrieving channel; and an expandable member axially moveable relative to

the tissue engaging surface, the expandable member having a first reduced profile and an

expanded profile where in the reduced profile the expandable member can advance through

an opening in the tissue section and where the expandable member can be withdrawn toward

the tissue supporting face to secure the tissue section therebetween when expanded.

[003 0| The present disclosure also includes methods positioning a suture in a wall of an

organ to close an opening in the wall. In one variation, the method includes placing a main

body adjacent to a proximal side of the tissue where the main body comprises at least one

needle assembly coiipleable to the suture and within a constraining channel located in the

main body, where the needle assembly comprises a tissue piercing end distal to an elongate

shaped section, the elongate shape section having a curvilinear shape, the shaped section

being elastically deformable into a strained state within the constraining channel, and a suture

coupled to the needle assembly, the main body further including a tissue engaging surface;

advancing a clamping member through the opening in the organ when the clamping member,

if expandable is in a reduced profile; expanding the clamping member to an expandable

profile; positioning the wall of the organ between the main body and the clamping member by



retracting the clamping member; advancing the needle assembly from the constraining

channel whereupon it reverts to the curvilinear shape upon exiting from the constraining

channel and entering the wall of the organ: driving the needle assembly through a proximal

side of the wall of the organ such that the shaped section moves through the curvilinear shape

so that the tissue piercing distal end and suture re-enter the main body at a retrieving channel

fully reducing the clamping member if it is expandable into a reduced profile: and

withdrawing the main body.

[0031] In another variation the method may further include vacuum lumens at the tissue

contacting surface to secuie the tissue. After sufficient vacuum has been applied to stabilize

and secure the tissue, the expandable member may be reduced in profile and/or displaced

prior to advancing the needle assembly. After the suture has been passed through the tissue

and the needle assembly retracted, the vacuum is released. The main body is then withdrawn.

[0032] In another variation, the method may further include advancing a plurality of needle

assembly pairs where each needle assembly pair is coupled to an end of a suture and where

each needle assembly advances from a respective constraining channel into a respective guide

segment where the guide segment permits the shaped section of the respective needle

assembly located therein to revert to the curvilinear shape prior to leaving the respective guide

segment and enter the wall of the organ: and where the plurality of needle assemblies move

through the curvilinear shape so that the tissue piercing distal end of each needle assembly

pair re-enter the main body at a respective retrieving channel.

[0033] As described above, the method optionally includes the use of front-loaded sutures

Such sutures allow for securing the suture in the retrieving channel by advancing the needle

assembly and suture against a pawl mechanism such that the pawl mechanism compresses the

suture to retain the suture while allowing the needle assembly to be withdrawn back into the

constraining channel.

[0Θ34] The methods can include positioning the wall of the organ between the main body

and the expandable member by axially moving the expandable member relative to the tissue

engaging surface to capture the wall of the organ therebetween. To further stabilize the

device, the method can include partially reducing the expandable member and positioning the

partially reduced expandable member into the opening.

[0035] In another variation, the methods can include positioning a suture within a tissue of

the heart for closing an opening in the heart. Such method can comprise placing a main

body adjacent to an exterior surface of the heart, where the main body comprises at least one

needle assembly coupled to the suture and within a constraining channel located in the main

body, where the needle assembly comprises a tissue piercing end distal to an elongate shaped

section, the elongate shape section having a curvilinear shape, the shaped section being



eϊ astically defoτmable into a strained state within the constraining channel, and a suture

coupled to the needle assembly, the main bod further including a tissue engaging surface;

advancing an expandable member through the opening and into the heart when the

expandable member is in a reduced profile; expanding the expandable member to an

expandable profile; positioning the a portion of the heart between the main body and the

expandable member; advancing the needle assembly from the constraining channel into a

guide segment, where the guide segment permits the shaped section of the needle assembly

located therein to revert to the curvilinear shape prior to leaving the guide segment and

entering the wall of the organ; driving the needle assembly through a proximal side of

the wall of the organ, such that the shaped section moves through the curvilinear shape so that

the tissue piercing distal end and suture re-enter the main body at a retrieving channel;

reducing the expandable member into a reduced profile; and withdrawing the main body.

[0036] In yet another variation the device includes a suture driving assembly for positioning

a suture in a tissue section having at least one needle assembly having a tissue piercing end

distal to an elongate shaped section, the elongate shaped section having a curvilinear shape

and a non-circular cross-sectional shape, the elongate shaped section being elastically

deformable when restrained into a strained state and upon release assumes the curvilinear

shape the suture coupled to the needle assembly; a main body having a tissue engaging

surface at a distal end, at least one constraining channel and at least one retrieving channel

each of which having an opening at the tissue engaging surface; such that the constraining

channel having a non-circular cross-sectional shape that corresponds to the non-circular cross-

sectional shape of the respective elongate shaped section deployed therein, wherein an

orientation between the constraining channel and the shaped section of the needle is provided

such that upon advancement the elongate shaped section of the needle exits the distal end of

the constraining channel the needle travels in a path defined by its curvilinear shape and the

cross-sectional shape of the respective constraining channel and needle assembly; a suture

retriever assembly located in the needle retrieving channel; a clamping member axially

moveable relative to the tissue engaging surface, the clamping member having a first profile

configured to advance through an opening in the tissue section and where the clamping

member can be withdrawn toward the tissue supporting face to secure the tissue section

therebetween.

[0037] In certain variations the suture driving assembly can be used to drive a needle

without any suture. In such a case, the needle can pick up the suture at the needle receiving

passage, and upon retri eval transport the suture through the tissue to re-enter the main body.

An alternative method is the needle may be left within the tissue (to be removed later, to be

absorbed by the native tissue, or for permanent placement.) Accordingly, needle driving

assemblies having the same or similar structures disclosed herein are within the scope of this



disclosure.

[0038] Additional suture driving assemblies are described in U.S. Patent application no.

12/188.430 entitled METHODS AND DEVICES FOR DELIVERING SUTURES IN

TISSUE filed on August S, 2008. the entirety of which is incorporated by reference.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWTNGS

[0039] Fig IA shows an example of a suture driving assembly.

[0040] Fig. 2A shows an isometric view of one variation of a needle or needle assembly with

a back loaded suture.

[0041] Fig 2B shows, a side view of the needle assembly of Fig. 2A .

[OΘ42| Figs. 2C to 2F show variations of front loaded sutures.

[UΘ43] Fig. 2G shows a variation of a needle assembly having two curved sections affixed to

a single suture.

[0044] Fig. 3A illustrates a partial cross sectional view of a distal portion of a suture driving

assembly.

[0045] Fig 3B shows the distal portion of a suture driving assembly with the needle

assembly advanced through guide segments of constraining channels within the main body.

[0046] Figs. 4A to 4E illustrate a needle assembly advancing at a working surface of a main

body of a suture driving assembly.

[0047] Figs. 5A and 5B illustrate the needle assembly and suture respectively after actuation

of the assembly.

[OΘ48| Figs. 5C and 5D illustrate an example of a laced suture driven by a needle assembly

after passing through tissue about an opening in the tissue.

[0Θ49] Figs. 6A to 6C provide another example of an alternate configuration of a main body

having two pairs of constraining and retrieval channels to produce a desired stitch

[0050] Figs. 7A and 7B illustrate examples of needle or suture retrieval devices.

[0051] Figs. 8A to SD illustrate an example of a suture retrieval device used to retrieve a

front-loaded suture.

[0052] Figs. SE to 8G illustrate another example of a suture retrieval device used to retrieve a

front-loaded suture.

[0053] Fig. 9A shows another example of a suture driving assembly having a device that

extends within a main body of the assembly along with a dilation device.

[0054] Fig. 9B illustrates the suture driving assembly of Fig. 9A



fOO55| tig. 9C shows an example of a dilation device.

[0056] Fig. 9D illustrates a front view of the suture driving assembly of Fig. 9B.

[0057 j Fig. 9Ε is a perspective view of a tissue engaging surface of s suture driving assembly

where the needle assemblies and sutures are extended from the constraining channels in the

main body.

[0058| Fig. 9F illustrates an introducer and dilation device that can be advanced through the

suture driving assembly of Fig. 9A.

[0Θ59] Figs. 1OA to iOF illustrate an example of a suture driving assembly when used to

place a suture in an organ. In the present example the suture is used to temporarily secure an

access sheath for performing an additional procedure within the heart.

[0060] Fig. I IA shows an example of a suture driving assembly placed on a blood vessel.

[0061] Fig 1IB shows the suture pattern created by the suture driving assembly.

[0062] Fig. 12 illustrates a detail view revealing the living hinges of the expandable

clamping member.

[0063] Fig. 13A illustrates the suture driving assembly with the clamping member entered

into the vessel.

[0064] Fig. 13B illustrates the suture driving assembly with the clamping member in the

expanded state.

[0965] Fig. 13B illustrates the suture driving assembly with the clamping member retracted

to capture the vessel wall.

[0066] Figs. 13C illustrates the suture driving assembly with the needle assembly advanced

thru the guide segments of the constraining channels within the main body.

[0067] Fig. i4A shows an example of a suture driving assembly placed on a blood vessel.

[OΘ68| Fig. 14B shows the suture pattern created by the suture driving assembly

[0069] Fig. 14C illustrates a needle assembly advanced at working surface of a main body of

a suture driving assembly.

[0070] Figs. 15A to i5B show the needle assembly with rectangular cross-section needles.

[0Θ71] Fig. 16 illustrates a cross sectional shape having a horizontal dimension that is longer

than a vertical dimension, (e.g., a non-circular cross sectional shaped needle assembly)

located within a corresponding non-circular cross shaped section of a constraining channel.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

[0Θ72] The above variations are intended to demonstrate the various examples of

embodiments of the methods and devices of the invention. It is understood that the

embodiments described above may be combined or the aspects of the embodiments may be



combined in the claims.

[0073] The present invention relates generally to systems and methods for the driving of a

needle or suture through or into body tissue (typically, the needle will be affixed to a suture

that remains in the tissue) using a catheter introducer or other minimally invasive means. The

methods and devices described herein can be used in any number of medical procedures,

including but not limited to. approximating tissue (e.g.. bring separated tissue together).

Iigating tissue (e.g., encircling or tying off) and fixating of tissue (attaching tissue to another

structure or different tissue).

[OΘ74| As noted herein, the suture driving methods and assemblies described are discussed in

relation to vascular wound closure allowing a physician to quickly, easily, and accurately

insert a suture immediately following the procedure to prevent excessive blood loss by the

patient. In addition the suture driving methods and devices can be used in various other areas

(such as cardiology urology, gynecology or other vascular surgery applications) to

approximate ligate, or fixate tissue.

[0075| Fig. IA shows an example of a suture driving assembly 100. In this variation, the

suture driving assembly 100 includes a main body 102 coupled to a handle portion 104. The

handle portion 104 can include any number of actuating triggers or levers 106. 108 where

each lever functions to drive and/or retract the needle assembly to or from tissue. In the

illustrated example the needles are driven through the tissue or "thrown" via a trigger

assembly 106 Once the needles are thrown through the tissue and the = sutures are in place,

the needle and suture withdraw into the device using a retrieval mechanism 108.

Alternatively, variations of the device include passive retrieval assemblies that decouple the

suture from the needle assembly once the suture is properly placed through tissue. The needle

assembly can then be retracted back into the main body leaving only the suture affixed within

one or more retrieval channels 112. Other variations of the device include passive retrieval

assemblies where the thrown needle picks up the stored suture and retrieves the suture to

properly place it through tissue. In addition the handle portion 104 can also include ports or

couplings for fluid suction/vacuum drug delivery, or similar items that require coupling to

the device 102.

[0076] As discussed below the main body 102 of the suturing driving assembly 100 includes

any number of constraining channels 110 and retrieval channels 112 that open at a tissue

engaging surface 114.

[0077] The suture driving assembly 100 drives one or more pre-shaped needles (not shown

in Fig. 1) through tissue in a manner that allows the pre-shaped needle to revert to its natural

state or shape prior to entering tissue. This aspect allows the needle to be first maintained in a

pre-deployment shape within a constraining channel 110 and yet deployed from the assembly



100 in the natural state. Such deployment permits the needle (and any attached suture) to p ,

through tissue in a predetermined path as defined by the natural shape without requiring

deformation of the needle.

[0078] The suture driving assembly 100 of the present variation can also include an

expandable device 200. In the illustrated example the expandable device 200comprises an

expandable member (in this variation the expandable member is a balloon but the expandable

member can be an expandable spline basket, an expandable funnel a stent-like structure, etc.)

202 affixed to a shaft 204. Additional variations include an expandable member 202

comprising a mechanical basket, a fan shaped element, or any number of expandable

structures commonly used in medical applications to secure tissue to a particular surface.

[0079J The shaft 204 can be axially moveable relative to the main body 102 so that tissue can

be captured between the expandable member (or balloon) 202 of the expandable device 200

and the tissue engaging surface 114. Such movement can occur via a surgeon withdrawing

the proximal end of the expandable device 200. Moreover the variations of the assembly 100

can include various mechanism to lock the position of the expandable portion 202 with

respect to the tissue engaging surface 114 so that a surgeon does not need to maintain constant

tensile force on the expandable device 200. In addition, the expandable device 200 can

include a guide wire lumen to assist in placing the expandable member 202.

[0080] As noted above the tissue engaging surface 1Ϊ 4 can also include any number of

means to assist with securing tissue 2 against the tissue engaging surface 114 of the main

body 102 For example the tissue engaging surface 114 can include a number of vacuum or

suction ports to affix tissue to the surface 144. Moreover, the tissue engaging surface 114 can

be rough, channeled or have other relief contours to move fluid or other substances away

from the surface.

[0081] Figs. 2A and 2B show isometric and side views of one variation of a needle or needle

assembly 90. As will be discussed below, the suture driving assembly 100 can include any

number of needles or needle pairs depending upon the desired application.

[0082] The needle assembly 90 typically comprises a tissue piercing end 92 distal to an

elongate shaped section 94. The guide or shaped segment located within the main body

allows the elongate shaped section 94 to revert to its natural shape prior to entering tissue as

the piercing end 92 and shaped section 94 exits from the main body. The needle assembly 90

also includes a suture 80 coupled thereto. The shaped section 94 of the needles of the present

devices includes a curvilinear shape. This shape can be planar (such as a curved needle), or

can be three dimensional (as shown by the helix curvilinear shape that wraps about axis A).

As noted above the shaped section 94 of the needle assembly 90 comprises a center line C .

In certain variations of the device the angular bend of the shaped section 94 matches a



eenterline of the guide or shaped segment located to permit the shaped section 94 to revert to

the natural curvilinear shape from a constrained state.

[0083] In addition the shaped section 94 of the needle assembly 90 is elastically deformable

into a pre-deployinent shape when in the constrained state. Upon release, the shaped section

94 assumes its pre-set curvilinear shape. The needle assembly 90 can also include various

features to aid in removal of the needle or suture from the body. For in certain variations of

the device the needle assembly 90 can include a notch, groove, or shoulder adjacent to the

tissue piercing tip 92 where the notch 95 increases the ability of a retrieval assembly to

withdraw the needle and/or suture. As illu trated a suture 8(1 can be "back-fed" into the

shaped portion 94. The suture 80 can be glued, crimped, or otherwise affixed to the shaped

portion 94.

[0084] In some vari ation it is desirable to have a needle assembly that does not contain any

notch or openings that create areas of increases stress and create a risk of fracture areas.

Accord ngly Figs. 2C to 2E illustrate side views of needle assemblies having a ' front-loaded"

suture 80. As used herein, a front-loaded suture is one that can be removed from a front or

tissue piercing end of the needle assembly. This configuration does not require the needle to

be withdrawn through the retrieval channels in main body. Instead once the needle assembly

delivers the suture into the retrieval channel, because the suture is front loaded it can be

decoupled from the needle body at a front or tissue piercing portion. Such front-loaded

sutures can be used with variations of the present suture loading device. Fig. 2C illustrates a

suture 80 that is front-loaded into a lumen 93 of the needle assembly 90. The bend 86 of the

suture 80 as it exits the lumen 93 holds the suture 80 against the shaped needle portion 94

causing the suture to reside within the lumen 93 adjacent to the tissue piercing end 92. Once

the suture is advanced into a retrieving channel in the main body retraction of the shaped

section 94 causes the suture 80 to lift or decouple out of the lumen 93. Fig. 2D illustrates a

suture 80 as having an opening or aperture 82 that can be hooked onto the tissue piercing end

92. Fig. 2E illustrates a cape 84 that is removably seated on the tissue piercing end 92.

Clearly any means of affixing the suture in a front loaded manner is within the scope of this

disclosure. In such front-loaded confi gurations rearward movement of the shaped portion 94

when the suture is held such as in the retrieval channel, causes the suture 80 to detach from

the tissue piercing end 92. The sutures of the front-loaded needle assembly variations extend

along an exterior surface of the shaped portion of the needle. As a result, the shaped portion

94 can be retracted or withdrawn while the suture 80 can be advanced into the device and

ultimately secured or otherwise tied to accomplish closure of the opening in tissue.

[0085] Fig 2F illustrates another front-loaded suture design where the suture extends

through the shaped section 94 of the needle assembly 90. The suture 80 can have an optional



bend 86 to secure the suture 80 against the needle assembly 90 during advancement.

Alternatively the needle assembly can have an increased frictional surface in the needle

lumen to maintain the suture within the needle lumen when advancing the needle assembly

through tissue. The remainder of the suture 80 extends through the shaped section 94 and

out of a proximal end of the shaped section 94. Once the tissue piercing end 92 enters a

retrieval channel a suture retrieval device can secure the suture so that the needle assembly

90 can be retracted into a constraining channel.

[0086] Although the needles are shown having a helical shape, any number of curvilinear

shapes are within the scope of the disclosure. For example, the shapes may be in a single

plane oτ extend to form a -dimensional shape. In addition, the curvilinear shapes may have a

plurality of curves a single curve, and/or can be a partial circular shape.

[0087] The tissue piercing end and/or curved shaped section 94 can be comprised of a spring

steel or other alloy that is set into shape. Alternatively, memory alloys can be employed.

Such alloys include superelastic nickel-titanium (NiTi), copper-aluminum-nickel (CuAlNi).

copper-zinc-aluminum (CuZnAl). or other shape memory alloys that are well known in the

art.

[0088| Fig. 2G shows a variation of a needle assembly having two shaped sections 94affixed

to a single suture 80. This particular configuration is useful to produce a "mattress" stitch

pattern. Accordingly the associated suture driving assembly 100 will include multiple

constraining channels as well as guide segments.

[0089] Fig. 3A illustrates a partial cross sectional view of a distal portion of a suture driving

assembly 100. As shown in this variation the main body 102 includes a main lumen 118

through which the expanding member 202 and shaft 204 can advance. The main body 102

also includes any number of constraining channels 110 that terminate at a tissue engaging

surface 114 of the main body 102. The constraining channel 110 can extend fully or partially

through the main body 102. A needle assembly and in certain variations a suture, can be

loaded within the constraining channel 110 (though for the sake of illustration the suture and

needle assembly are omitted from this figure). The constraining channel 110 comprises at

least a restraining portion 111 having a profile to maintain the elongate shaped section into

the strained state. In the illustrated variation the guide portion is linear. However, variations

of the device include restraining portions 111 having a variety of shapes.

[0090] The restraining portion 111 of the constraining channel 110 transitions into a guide

segment 113 that is adjacent to the tissue engaging surface 114. The guide segment

comprises a shape or a profile that matches the curvilinear shape of the shaped section of a

needle. As a result, as the needle exits the main body the needle passes through a guide

segment having a curvilinear shape that allows the shaped section of the needle assembly to



revert to its unconstrained curvilinear shape. Therefore, the needle assembly passes through

tissue in its unconstrained state to the retrieval channels as illustrated below. Fig. 3B

illustrates the shaped section 94 of a needle assembly as it passes through the guide segment

Ϊ 13 of a constraining channel 110. Once the needle assembly 90 is advanced a sufficient

distance, the tissue piercing end 92 enters the retrieval channel 112. As discussed below, the

needle assembly 90 can be advanced through the retrieval channel to a retrieval device (not

shown) that pulls the needle assembly and suture through the main body. Alternatively, the

needle assembly 90 can be retracted back into the constraining channel 110 leaving the suture

secured within the retrieval channel 112. Doing so prevents the need of having to retrieve the

entire through the main body. Instead the needle assembly 90 can be withdrawn or retracted

into the mam body so that only the suture(s) must be retrieved through the main body.

[0091 Fig. 4A illustrates a perspective view of a working end of a main body 102 of a suture

driving assembly 100. As shown, the main body 102 can include a tissue engaging surface

114 having a number of constraining channels 110 and retrieval channels 112 with respective

openings in the tissue engaging surface 114. The number and spacing of the constraining and

retrieval channels 110 and 112 will vary depending upon the type of stitch or suture pattern

sought. In addition, the sizing of the openings of the constraining and retrieval channels 119

and 112 can also vary.

[0092] As discussed above the tissue engaging surface 114 can be flat, funneled concave (as

shown) or otherwise shaped to ensure proper tissue contact for insertion of a suture.

Moreover, the tissue engaging surface 114 can include protrusions 116. channels or other

features to allow fluid to move away from the tissue engaging surface or to better compress

the area of tissue in which a needle assembly is to be placed. The main body 102 can also

include features such as channels 122 to direct the needle assembly through tissue.

Furthermore the main body 102 can include a main lumen 118 for delivery of an expanding

device (not shown) as well as other medical tools/devices. Such a lumen 118 is required in

those variations of the device configured for performing procedures within an organ or

providing an access path within the organ. Fig. 4A also shows a relief opening 123 between

the openings of adjacent constraining channels 110. A relief is typically used in variations of

the device having a single suture joined to two needle assemblies 90. The relief opening 123

allows a suture that is joined by two needles to exit the main body when the suture is held

within the main body 102. As shown below variations of the main body 102 can include one

or more suture relief openings on a side as well.

[0093] Fig 4B illustrates the main body of Fig. 4A after a needle assembly 99 having two

shaped sections 94, is advanced from constraining channels 110 of the main body 102. As

discussed herein the constraining channels 110 can contain a segment adjacent to the opening



in the tissue engaging surface 114 that allows the shaped section 94 of the needle assembly 90

to revert to its unconstrained state. This allows the needle assembly to pass through tissue in

a manner that is pre-determined by the curvilinear shape of the needle assembly 90. In the

illustrated example, the needle assembly 90 is similar to that shown in Fig. 2G. As a result in

the illustrated example as the shaped sections 94 revert to their unconstrained shape or

profile they orient in a helical curvilinear shape. In order to further direct the needle

assembly 90 towards a respective retrieval channel 112, the tissue piercing end 92 of the

shaped section 94 enters a guide path or guide channel 122. As shown in Fig. 4C, the guide

path 122 deflects the shaped section 94 towards the retrieval channel 114 such that continued

advancement of the needle assembly 90. Fig. 4D illustrates the device of Fig. 4C where the

tissue piercing ends of the needle assembly 90 are advanced into the retrieval channels 112 i

the main body 102.

[0094] Figs. 4A to 4D illustrate one example of a suture advancing device where the suture

follows the shaped section 94 of the needle assembly 90. However, as discussed above,

variations of the device can include sutures that are front loaded within the needle assembly.

Fig. 4E illustrates such an example after the needle assembly 90 is received within the

retrieval channel 114 a suture 80 extending along a exterior of the shaped section 94 of the

needle assembly 90.

[QΘ95J Figs. 5A and 5B illustrate partially cross-sectional perspective view of a main body

102 having a needle assembly 90 with two shaped sections that is advanced between guide

segments 113 of a constraining channels 110 and retrieval channels 112. As shown the

shaped portions of the needle assembly 90 are coupled by a single suture 80. As a result as

the needle assembly 9 leaves the constraining channels 110, the mid section of the suture

exits the main body 102 via a suture relief opening 123. The ends of the suture 80 are located

within the retrieval channels 112 where any number of mechanisms can be used to withdraw

the suture ends.

[OΘ96| Figs. 5C and 5D illustrate respectively the path of a variation of a needle assembly

90 and suture 80 when advanced in the manner shown in Figs. 5A and 5B for closing an

opening 6 in tissue 2 . To clarify the path of the suture and needle assembly, the suture

driving assembly is not shown in Figs. 5C and 5D. As illustrated the shaped sections 94 of

the needle assembly 90 passes through tissue 2 in its unconstrained shape. In the variation

shown in Fig. 5C. the needle assembly 90 is coupled to a single suture 80 and pulls the suture

80 through the tissue. Fig. 5D illustrates the state of the tissue 2 after the needle assembly 90

passes from the tissue 2 leaving only the suture 80 remaining in tissue. The resulting laced

suture 80 passes through tissue about an opening 6 in the tissue but prior to tightening of the

suture 80. Once the suture is "thrown" about the opening 6, the physician can secure the



suture to close the opening 6. This particular suture pattern when tightened, results in a purse

string stitch. Clearly devices within the scope of this disclosure can include any number of

tissue receiving openings.

[0097] As discussed herein, the configuration of constraining and retrieval channels can be

configured in any number of different variations to produce suture patterns as desired. For

example. Figs. 6A to δC illustrate another such example. Clearly any number of variations is

within the scope of this invention with the illustrated variations depicting some possible

variations.

[0Θ98J Figs. 6A and 6B provide another variation such of a main body 102 according to the

present disclosure In thi vari ation the main body 102 includes two adjacent pairs of

constraining channels 110 and two adjacent pairs of retrieval channels 112 having openings in

the tissue engaging surface 114. Though each of the openings of the individual pair of

constraining channels 110 are joined by a suture relief passage 123, additional variations

might not have these passages 123. As noted herein, such passages 123 are required when

using a single suture between adjacent shaped sections of a needle assembly. Fig. 6A

illustrates a first needle assembly 90 passing between a pair of constraining channels 112 and

a pair of retrieval channels 112. Fig. 6B illustrates a second needle assembly 90 passing

between the adjacent pair of constraining channels 112 and retrieval channels 112. Although

the figures depict the needle assemblies being thrown sequentially, certain variations of the

device allow for throwing the first and second needle assemblies at the same time.

[0099] Fig. 6C illustrates the sutures 80 depicted in Figs. 6A and 6B once thrown and when

the suture driving apparatus is removed from the tissue 2 . As shown the configuration of

Figs. 6A and 6B produce two perpendicular placed horizontal mattress stitches (one the

sutures are properly secured). The illustrated variation also depicts the use of supports or

surgical pledgets 160 that can be delivered on the tissue engaging surface of the main body

and secured when the needle assembly passes through. Any variation depicted herein can

include such pledgets (whether such pledgets are individually spaced about the opening or

fully encircle the tissue opening).

[00100] Surgical pledgets can comprise biocompatible material (including polyamide.

polyethylene, polypropylene, polyethylene terephthalate, polyuretliane,

olytetrafluoroethylene. various bioresorbable polymers and/or small pieces of autologous

tissue. These pledgets are typically used in with the surgical suture to distribute the force of

the suture applied on the tissue over a larger area or to aid in steaming the leakage of bodily

fluids such as blood that results from penetration of bodily tissue by a suture needle and

suture.

[00101] Figs. 7A to 7B illustrate variations of suture retrieval device 126 that resides within



the retrieval channel 112. As shown, as the tissue piercing end 92 of the needle assembly 90

enters the retrieval channel 112 variations of the assembly include a retrieval device 126. In

Fig. 7A the retrieval device 126 shows an example of a clamp or jaw type structure. Fig. 7B

shows a retrieval device device 126 including a window or slot 128 to capture the tissue

piercing tip 92 (or a slot formed in the needle). However the devices described herein are

can include any retrieval device. For example the retrieval device can comprise a cloth that

is penetrated by the needle. The retrieval device 126 can be a finger-trap tubular type of

device where tension applied to the device causes compression of the tube allowing for a

pulling motion to secure the suture or needle for removal. The retrieval device can be a

magnetic coupling device to also aid in removal of the needle or tissue piercing end. In

addition the retrieval devices disclosed in the references discussed in the background section

can also be combined with the devices described herein.

[00102] Fig. 8A illustrates another variation of a suture retrieving assembly 126 that

comprises a pawl-type mechanism located in the retrieval channel 112. In the illustrated

variation the pawl-type mechanism comprises a slotted funnel 128 where the slots form

sections 132 of the funnel that function as pawl-members. As shown by Fig. 8B. from the

view taken along line 8B-8B from Fig. 8, the funnel sections 132 form an opening 134 that

restricts a diameter of the retrieval channel 112. As shown in Fig. 8C. when a front-loaded

suture 80 is loaded into or on a needle assembly 90, the arms 132 of the funnel 130 expand to

allow passage of the suture 80 and needle assembly 90 through the funnel 130. However the

funnel members 132 function as a pawl mechanism as they are biased to return to the natural

state shown in Fig. 8A. Accordingly, as the needle 9 and suture 80 are retrieved the arm

member (or members) 132 frictionally engage the suture 132 and can compress or bite into

the suture. The relatively rigid nature of the needle assembly prevents the funnel members

132 from preventing rearward movement. Accordingly, withdrawing the suture 8 and needle

assembly 90 dislodges the front-loaded suture 80 and traps the suture within the funnel 130 as

shown in Fig. 8D as the needle assembly 90 is withdrawn. In some vari ations the funnel 130

is moveable within the retrieval channel so that the uture 80 can be withdrawn without

moving the suture driving assembly. Howe er in cases where the funnel 130 is stationary

the entire suture driving assembly or the main body alone can be withdrawn to read}? the

suture for lying about a tissue opening.

[00103] Various additional pawl mechanisms are intended to be within the scope of this

disclosure, for example the paw mechanism can comprise a traditional pawl comprising of a

hook or tooth located on an arm. where the pawl is biased to engage a suture as it enters the

retrieval channel. For example. Figs. SE to 8G illustrate a pawl-type mechanism 136 that is

biased within a retrieving channel 112 of a device to reduce a size of the channel 112. As

illustrated in Fig 8E, as the front-loaded suture 80 and needle assembly 80 enter the retrieval

I



chamber, the pawl mechanism 136 interferes with die suture 80 and needle assembly 90.

Because the pawl-mechanism 136 is spring biased the suture 80 and needle assembly 90

deflect the pawl-meehamis 136. At this point as shown in Fig. 8F one or more teeth or

protrusions 138 on the pawl-mechanism 136 bite into the deformable suture 80. Once the

pawl-mechanism 136 engages the suture 80, the needle assembly 90 can be withdrawn

leaving the suture 80 secured within the retrieval channel 112. The pawl-mechanism 136 can

then be withdrawn in thee channel 112 or the entire device can be withdrawn to pull the

secured suture. In addition the surface of the retrieval channel 112 can have any number of

protrusions, hooks, or other features to capture the suture or increase friction against a

captured suture.

[00104] Fig. 9A shows another variation of a suture driving assembly 100 having a

expandable device 200 extending through a main lumen. Again, the expandable device 202

can include a balloon 202 or other expandable member affixed to a shaft 204. The

expandable device 202 can optionally be stationary within the main lumen or can be

moveable relative to the main body 102. The present variation also optionally includes a pin

or lever 220 that is moveable within the mam body 102. As discussed below, the pin 220

allows advancement of an introducer or other device through the main body. Once the pin

220 is advanced to a desired location, the pin 220 can be removed from the main body 102 to

de-couple the main body from the introducer/device located within the main body.

[00105] Fig. 9B illustrates the mam body 102 of Fig. 9A. As shown, the main body 102 of

the present illustration can include a number of suture channels 123 that extend along an

exterior surface of the main body 102. As discussed above, such a feature allows a suture to

ext the main body when both ends of the suture are joined to one or more needle assemblies

that are advanced through tissue hi the illustrated variation and as shown in Fig. 9A, the

main sutures 80 can optionally extend through a rear portion of the main body 80. Though

not shown the sutures could be wrapped about spools (not shown) or placed in protective

tubing (not shown) rather than remain exposed. Alternatively the suture channels 123 can

extend only through a portion of the main body 102 where the section of suture leaving the

suture channel 123 can then be affixed or seated in any portion of the suture driving assembly

100.

[0Θ106] Fig. 9B also shows the suture driving assembly as only having a trigger 106. In such

variations, the handle portion 104 and trigger 106 rely on a spring based mechanism so that

once the trigger 106 is fully actuated the spring based mechanism releases the trigger 106 and

withdraws the needle assembly within the tissue engaging surface 114 As a result manual

retrieval of the needle assembly is not required.

[0Θ107] Fig. 9B also illustrates the main body 102 as having a slot 125 to accommodate the



pin 220 shown in Fig. 9A. The slot 125 can optionally extend through tiie proximal and/or

distal ends of the main body to allow decoupling.

[00108] In those cases, where the suture driving assembly 100 rehes on a vacuum source 170

to assist in securing tissue against the tissue engaging surface 114, the handle portion 104 or

main body 102 can be fiuidly coupled to the vacuum source 170 by any conventional means.

In addition the suture driving assembly 100 can also be coupled to any additional fluid

supplies to deliver medication irrigation or other fluids to the site of the tissue repair.

[00109] Fig. 9C shows the expandable device 209 of Fig. 9A. In the present vari ation the

expandable device 200 can include a shaft 204 having a guide wire lumen 205 extending

therethrough. The shaft 204 can have sufficient column strength to allow a surgeon to

manipulate a handle 206 at the end of the device 200 to advance the balloon 202 or other

expandable member into the tissue being closed. Moreover in those cases where the

expandable device requires a fluid source 208. the handle 206 can include any number of fluid

lumens and connectors to fiuidly couple the fluid source 208 to the expandable device/balloon

202.

[00110] Fig. 9D illustrates, the tissue engaging surface 114 as viewed along lines 9D-9D in

Fig. 9B. For purposes of illustration the handle portion and trigger are not shown. Fig. 9D

shows the tissue engaging surface 114 of the main body 102 as being tapered or concave with

a number of vacuum 119 ports located in the surface 114 and adjacent to both the main lumen

118 and the constraining and retrieval channels 110 and 112. As discussed above, some or all

of the ports 119 can be coupled to other fluid delivery sources for irrigation or delivery of

other substances.

[Oβlll] Fig 9D also shows two pairs of constraining channels 110 opening onto the tissue

engaging surface 114. Each of the constraining channels 110 joins a suture channel 123 as

shown in Figs 9A and 9B. Accordingly, as the suture advances through the main body the

mid section of the suture can travel outside of the main body 102 along the suture channels

123. The illustration also shows a number of retrieval channels 112 equal to the number of

constraining channels 110. In this variation, the retrieval channels 112 have a tapered

opening in the tissue engaging surface 114. The suture retrieval devices 126 discussed above

can be located within the tapered opening or more distally in the channel 112.

[00112] Fig. 9E illustrates the tissue engaging surface 114 of the main body 102 where two

pair of needle assemblies 90 are partially deployed from the main body 102. In this variation,

the needle assembly pairs 90 are located 90 degrees relative to one another. As shown, the

curved section of the needle assemblies 94 comprise a curvilinear shape having a single

curve. This variation of the needle assemblies 90 also includes a suture 80 that is front loaded

into the needle assembly adjacent to a tissue piercing end 92. Fig. 9E illustrates the needle



assemblies 90 just as the tissue piercing ends 92 and front loaded suture 80 are entering the

retrieval channels 112. A discussed above, once the needle assemblies 90 enter the retrieval

channels 112, a retrieval mechanism (not shown) secures the sutures 80 so that upon

retraction of the needle assemblies 90. the sutures 80 remain within the tissue.

[00113] Fig 8F illustrates one example of a device that can be advanced through a main body

of a suture driving assembly. In this variation the device comprises an introducer 230 located

on a dilation device 232 having a dilation tip 234 extending from the introducer 230.

Advancement of the dilation device 232 and/or introducer 230 can occur via manipulation of

the dilation device 232 through a rear end of the suture driving assembly. However the

illustrated variation shows a pin/lever 220 that is irremovably coupled to the dilation device

232 so that the introducer 230 and dilation device 232 can be advanced via movement of the

pin 220 as it extends from a slot in the main body a shown in Kg. 9A.

[00114] Figs. 1OA to 1OE illustrate an example of a procedure for closing an opening in an

organ. In this example, the organ comprises an apical portion 14 of a heart 12. However t is

within the scope of this disclosure that the suture driving assembly described above can be

used in a variety of situations where closing of a puncture, tear or opening in tissue is

required and in any number of organs.. When used in the illustrated apical approach, the

suture driving assembly is useful for closing a puncture 16 in the heart s apex 14 after

performing a trans-apical valve replacement or repair, when placing a ventricular assist

device, or other procedure that would benefit from closing an opening in the heart. As

illustrated below, the suture driving device can also be used to deliver additional devices to

the tissue site.

[0Θ115] Fig. K)A illustrates the heart 12 after a physician tracked a guidewire 8 into an apical

portion 14 of the heart where an apical opening 16 allows access to the inteπor of the heart.

Next, the surgeon tracks an expanding device 200 over the guidewire and into the opening at

the apical portion 14. In this example the expanding device is a balloon catheter but as noted

above, any type of expanding device can be used. Moreover, any traditional technique for

tracking a guidewire and catheter can be employed to position the guidewire and expandable

device into the heart 12.

[00116] Once the physician expands the balloon 202 within the heart 12. the physician can

then advance a main body 102 of the suture driving assembly 100 a shaft 204 of the

expanding device 200. At this time the surgeon can expand the balloon 202 to minimize

dislodging of the assembly from the heart. As shown in Fig. 1OB once the main body 102 of

the device 100 engages the apex 14 of the heart 12 the surgeon compresses the apex 14

between the balloon 202 and the tissue engaging surface 114 of the main body. As noted

above, the main body can include any number of features to ensure good contact with the



tissue. For example the surgeon can draw suction through ports in the main body to ensure

that the apical wall 14 secures to the main body 102.

[00117] The physician can optionally fully or partially deflate the balloon 202 (or reduce a

diameter of other expandable structures if used). Once reduced, the expandable portion 202

or balloon can be retracted into the apical opening 202 as ho in Fig. 1OC. This partial

retraction of the balloon into the opening can further stabilize the device to the organ or

tissue.

[001 18] As illustrated in Fig. 10D, once the physician is satisfied with the placement of the

device 100. the physician can actuate the device 190 to advance the needle assemblieslOQ and

throw the sutures 80 through the apical tissue. As noted herein, the needle assemblies can be

fired simultaneously or sequentially. In some variations the balloon or expandable member

remains inflated during advancement of the needles. In such cases the balloon- expandable

member can be fabricated so that the needle assembly will deflect away from the surface of

the expandable member to prevent rapture or trapping of the needles. Moreover, the needle

assemblies can fully penetrate the wall of tissue or can remain within the wall. The depth of

the throw is typically a function of the type of tissue the tissue engaging surface, and the

design of the needle assembly. In cases such as an apical procedure the needles may not

need to fully penetrate the walls of the organ. For example, the needles in the present

example do not reach the balloon but remain within the hearts apical tissue until they return to

the retrieval channels.

[001 19] After placement of the suture the main body 102 can be retracted to expose the suture

ends outside the body cavity so that the surgeon can secure the sutures. The balloon can then

be deflated and removed. The physician can then place an appropriate port/cannula through

the apical puncture 16 and hold the port in place during the procedure by tightening of the

stitch. After the procedure is complete, the port/cannula is removed and the purse string

suture is drawn tight and secured with a knot or cinch to provide closure of the apical

puncture.

[00120] Fig. iOE shows an alternative approach, in this variation the surgeon retracts the main

body 102 and disengages any vacuum or suction being applied. Next the surgeon advances a

port or introducer sheath 230 the main lumen 1Ϊ 8 of the main body 102 and ultimately

advanced into the apical opening 16. As noted above, the introducer sheath 230 can be

advanced using a pin 220 that slides through an opening in the main body 102. Alternatively,

the introducer 230 can be advanced by manipulation of a proximal end of the dilator device

232. The dilator device 232 easees the transition through the apical opening 16 and ensures a

seal between the apical opening 16 and introducer sheath 230. The expandable

member/balloon can be removed prior to. or during insertion of the introducer sheath 230



wϊthϊti the heart Alternate eiy though not illustrated the balloon can remain in place until the

introducer is secured

[00121] As shown in Fig 1OF, once the physician places, the mtroducer sheath 230 the

surgeon withdraws the mam body 102 tυ expose the sutures that were previously thrown in

the tissue. Removal of the main body allows access tυ the sutures 80 so that the sutures can

be tighted around the dilatoi 16 and or introducer sheath 230. As a result, the sutures 230 are

teinpoiariiy teiisioned about the introducer sheath 230 tυ form a tissue seal around the

introducer sheath 230. This temporary fixation allows the to create an access path

uito the heart for performing an\ appropriate procedures Once the procedure is completed

the surgeon removes the introducer, and an\ other remaining devices as necessary while

leav mg the sutures 80 in place Once all devices are remo ed from the opening, the

phj-sician secures the sutures 80 to close the apical opening Fig 6C pro\ ides an example of

the suture pattern that will be left in the apscal portion of the wall upon removal of the

remaining devices

[00122] Fig. 1IA shows an example of a distal end of a suture dm ing assembly 109.

1» this variation, the suture driving assembly 100 includes a mam body 102. The

suture driving assembly 100 drives a pre-shaped needle 90 through tissue in a manner

that allows the pre-shaped needle o re\ ert to its natural state or shape prior to

entering tissue. This aspect allows the needle 90 to be first maintained in a pre-

depløyment shape within a constraining channel 110 and then deployed from the

assembly- 100 in the natural state. Such deployment permits the needle 90 (and any

attached suture 80) to pass through tissue in a predetermined path as defined by the

natural shape of the needle 90 without requiring permanent deformation of the needle.

[0Θ123] The suture dm ing assembly 100 can optionally include a clamp assembly 140

to secure tissue 2 against the main body 102 In additional variations the suture

driving assembly 100 can include vacuum ports or other tissue securing structures

(hooks, barbs, adhesive, etc.) i place of or in combination with a clamp assembly.

Further detailed discussion of the clamp assembly 140 follows below The clamp

assembly 140 is useful for procedures \\ here the procedure requires a high degree of

certainty that tissue is retained against the main body 102. Securing the tissue in this

manner assists in properly driving a needle 110 through tissue. In one example, such

clamps can be used in vascular procedures. However in alternate ariations, a clamp

assembly 140 can be omitted or replaced with either a non-expandmg member or a

shield type member that protects tissue from unintended advancement of the needle.

[00124] Fig. 1IA also shows the suture driving assembly 100 with a constraining



channel 110 extending along the main body 102. The constraining channel 110

shown is depicted as being within the main body 102. However variations of the

assembly 100 include a constraining channel 110 located along the outer wall of the

main body 102, within a wall of the main body 102, exterior to the main body 102, or

as a lumen m the wall of the mam body 102. The constraining channel typically has a

profile or shape that constrains a needle located therein to a pre-deployment shape.

Constraining the needle in a pre-deployment shape allows for minimizing a profile of

the suture driving assembly 100 (such as when the assembly must be advanced

through small diameter access devices). The constraining channel 110 maintains a

needle in a substantially straight profile when the needle is fully housed in the

constraining channel 110. However, other profiles are within the scope of this

disclosure.

[0Θ125] The constraining channel 110 includes a guide segment 112 at a distal end.

The guide segment 112 as discussed below allows for a needle constrained m the pre-

deployment shape to recover to the natural shape. As the needle advances from the

constraining channel 110, the portion of the needle ithin the guide segment 112

reverts to the path of least resistance in the guide segment 112 such that the needle

leaves the guide segment in its natural shape. An example of this deployment feature

is discussed in detail below.

[0Θ126] The suture driving assembly also includes a suture retriever assembly (not

shown) for withdrawing the suture 80 through the assembly 100 after the suture 80

passes through tissue. As discussed herein some variations of the assembly withdraw

the suture and needle from the assembly 100 while other variations withdraw the

suture from the assembly while the needle retracts back within the constraining

channel 110.

[00127] As illustrated in Fig 1IA, the guide segment 112 extends through and opens

at the distal end of the main bod> 102. The assembly 100 also includes a needle

receiving opening 114. Although the needle receiving opening 114 is shown as being

within the main body 102 additional \ ariations may be included. For example, a

needle receiving opening 114 can comprise a separate channel, tube, or lumen that

extends through or along the main body 102.

[001 28] Fig. 1IB shows the suture 80 placed in a horizontal mattress stitch pattern in

the tissue 2 when the suture driving assembly includes a pair of needles tethered by a

continuous suture loop. In this variation, two needles were attached to a single length



of suture to drive the ends of the suture as shown. The middle portion of the suture

then engages the tissue.

[00129] Fig. 12 illustrates one variation of an expandable clamp body for use with a

suture driving assembly. The clamp bod}' 142 can have weakened or thin sections 147

in the wall to create a living hinge that is integral to the clamp bod}' 142. The clamp

assembly 140 includes a clamp body 142 at a distal end of a clamp plate 144 The

distal end of the clamp body 142 is secured to the clamp plate 144. while the proximal

end of the clamp bod}' 142 is fixed to the main body 102. To flex the clamp body 142

and expand it in a lateral direction, the clamp plate 144 is retracted axially.

Furthermore the clamp assembly 140 can include additional features, such as a

groove, recess, or window 146 to accommodate passage of the needle assembly 90.

In some vari ations the clamp assembly 140 also includes a lumen 148 extending

therethrough so that the suture driving assembly 100 can be advanced over a

guidewire. However, the lumen can be used for any number of purposes.

[00130] Figs. 13A to 13D show an example of a suture driving assembly 100

advancing a needle assembly 90. In Fig. 13A, the needle assembly 90 is shown

within the constraining channel 100 and has a suture (not shown) extending from the

proximal end of the needle assembly 90. As noted above, the guide segment 112 of

the constraining channel 110 has a different shape than the remainder of the

constraining tube 110 that permits the needle assembly 90 or curved portion 94 to

revert to the natural orientation of the needle assembly 90 once the needle assembly

90 moves out of the constraining channel 110.

[00131] Fig. 13B shows the needle assembly 90 still within the constraining channel

100. However the clamp plate 144 is now retracted axially, creating a compressive

force to flex the clamp bod}' 142 and expand it in a lateral direction. Fig. 13C shows

the entire clamp assembly 140 has been retracted toward the main body 102, securing

the tissue.

[00132] Fig. 13D shows the needle assembly 90 continuing to exit from the guide

segment 112 in the natural unconstrained pre-set shape. Since the needle assembly 90

moves through its natural curvilinear shape the path of the suture through tissue will

follow the curvilinear shape. The needle assembly 90 reverts to its natural shape as n

continues to move through its natural shape. The needle assembly 90 then enters the

needle retrieving opening 124 within the main bod}'. The tissue piercing end 92 of the

needle assembly 90 enters, a retrieval device (not shown). The retrieval device can



include any rigid type clamp or jaw structure that is disclosed in the references

discussed in the background section. The retrieval device can be a finger-trap tubular

type where tension applied to the device causes, compression of the tube

allowing for a pulling motion to secure the suture or needle for removal. The retrieval

device can be a magnetic coupling device to also aid in removal of the needle or tissue

piercing end.

[00133] As noted above, variations of the devices according to the present disclosure

can include constraining channels can extend in a linear fashion as well as a on

linear manner about the device. For example, the constraining channels could be

attached to a pivoting member that swings away from the main body to enhance the

suture entry location. Any such configuration can be employed so long as the

restraining channel maintains the needle assembly 90 in a pre-deployment shape. The

restraining channels may also slideably reside v\ ithin or be attached to a piercing rod

that is movable in relation to or extends beyond the distal end of the main body. The

piercing rod may be advanced prior to advancing the needle assembly to pierce the

tissue and place the distal end of the restraining channel below the surface of the

tissue. The restraining channel could ha e a sharpened distal end and act as the

piercing rod.

[00134] Figs. 14A to 14C illustrate an example of a clamp assembly 140 and main

body 102 having respecth e corresponding recesses 151 and protrusions 15 to position

the clamped tissue in a defined shape. With the tissue 2 in a defined shape the needle

assembly can make multiple penetrations through the tissue. Fig. 14B shows the

suture 80 placed in a purse string stitch pattern in the tissue 2 . Fig. 14C. with the

clamp assembly removed for clarity, shows the curved portion of the needles

assemblies 90 advanced and re-entering into the needle retrieving openings 124.

[00135] Figs. 15A to 15B show a needle assembly 90 where the curved portion of the

needle assembly or the entire needle has a non-circular cross sectional shape 91 that

corresponds to the cross sectional shape of the restraining channel (not shown) to

orient the needle that it exits and tra els in a defined path. The cross sectional shape

could be rectangular, oval, or any polygonal shape to orient the needle or have

numerous variations that provide a feature to orient the needle assembly relative to the

restraining channel. As shown in Fig. 16, the needle assembly 90 has a cross sectional

shape here an outer dimension taken along a horizontal axis is larger than an outer

dimension taken along a vertical axis. Accordingly as shown in Figs. 15A and 15B,



the needle assembly 90 bends about the longer dimension or the horizontal axis. In

one example, the cross sectional shape can be described as a non-circular cross

sectional shape 91. In any case, the cross sectional shape of the needle assembly and

the restraining channel can be sized to accommodate a sliding fit. In some variations,

restraining portion constraining channel will have a similar non-circular cross

sectional shape 100 as that of the needle assembly 90.



CXAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A suture driving assembly tor positioning a suture in a tissue section the assembly

comprising:

at least one needle assembly having a tissue piercing end distal to an elongate shaped

section the elongate shaped section having a curvilinear shape, the elongate shaped section

being elastically defoπnable when restrained into a strained state and upon release assumes

the curvilinear shape, the suture coupled to the needle assembly:

a main body having a tissue engaging surface at a distal end. at least one constraining

channel and at least one retrieving channel each of which having an opening at the tissue

engaging surface:

such that when the elongate shaped section of the needle assembly is in the

constraining channel, the elongate shaped section is deformed into the strained state and when

the elongate shaped section advances through the guide segment port ion the elongate shaped

section assumes the curvilinear shape, upon continued advancement the elongated shaped

section exits through the opening of constraining channel in the curvilinear shape;

a suture retriever assembly located in the needle retrieving channel;

a clamping member axially moveable relative to the tissue engaging surface the

clamping member having a first profile configured to advance through an opening in the

tissue section and where the clamping member can be withdrawn toward the tissue supporting

face to secure the tissue section therebetween.

2 . The suture driving assembly of claim 1. where the elongate shaped section comprises

a non-circular cross-sectional shape.

3 . The suture driving assembly of claim 2, where the constraining channel comprises at

least a portion having a non-circular cross-sectional shape to allow a sliding fit with the non-

circular cross-sectional shape of the elongate section of the needle assembly.

4 . The suture driving assembly of claim 1, where the clamping member comprises an

expandable second profile.

5. The suture driving assembly of claim 4, where the clamping member comprises a

living hinge structure.

6 . The suture driving assembly of claim 1, where the clamping member comprises at

least one recess and the tissue engaging surface comprises at least one protrusion, where the



protn.is.ion and recess are removably nestable within each other to cause tissue secured

therebetween to assume a shape.

7. The suture driving assembly of claim 1. where the at least one needle assembly

comprises at least two needle assemblies.

S. The suture driving assembly of claim 1, where the constraining channel comprises a

first cross-sectional shape and the guide segment lias a second cross sectional shape where

the first and second cross-sectional shapes are different, where the second cross sectional

shape permits at least a part of the shaped section of the needle assembly entering the guide

segment to revert to the curvilinear shape prior to entry into the tissue.

9 . The suture driving assembly of claim 8. where the guide segment comprises an oval

cross-sectional shape.

10. The suture driving assembly of claim 1, where the clamping member is located on a

distal end of a shaft where the shaft extends through at least a portion of the body.

11. The tissue closure assembly of claim 10. where the shaft comprises a guidewire

lumen such that the suture driving assembly can be advanced over a guidewire.

12. The suture driving assembly of claim 1, where the clamping member comprises a

balloon.

13. The suture driving assembly of claim 12, where the balloon comprises a material

selected from PET, nylon, TPE silicone and latex.

14. The suture driving assembly of claim 1, where the needle assembly comprises a

needle lumen extending through at least the tissue piercing end and where the suture is

removably nested within the needle lumen.

15. The suture driving assembly of claim 14. where the suture is exterior to the needle

assembly and a first free end of the suture is inserted into the needle lumen at the tissue

piercing end.

16. The suture driving assembly of claim 15. where a second free end of the suture is

coupled to a second needle assembly having a second tissue piercing end distal to a second

elongate shaped section where the second free end of the suture is inserted into a second

needle lumen at the second tissue piercing end.



17. The suture driving assembly of claim 1, where the suture is removably front-loaded

into the tissue piercing end.

18. The suture driving assembly of claim 17 where the suture retriever assembly

comprises at least one pawl member that reduces an opening of the retrieving channel to less

than a size of the needle assembly and s ture where the pawl member is biased to allow

movement of the needle assembly and suture in a first direction and resist movement of the

needle assembly and suture i a second direction where rearward movement of the needle

assembly from the retrieving channel causes the paw member to compress and retain the

suture within the retrieving channel.

19. The suture driving assembly of claim 1, where the retrieving channel extends only

partially through the main body.

20. The suture driving assembly of claim 1, where the curvilinear shape of the shaped

section comprises a three-dimensional curvilinear shape.

2 1. The suture driving assembly of claim 1 where the shaped section comprises a

plurality of curved segments such that advancement of the needle assembly causes the tissue

piercing end to penetrate tissue at a plurality of locations.

22. The suture driving assembly of claim 2 1, where the shaped section comprises a

helically shaped section.

23. The suture driving assembly of claim 1. where the constraining channel maintains the

strained state of the shaped section in a substantially linear shape.

24. The suture driving assembly of claim i . where the constraining channel is tapered

towards the guide segment such that a diameter of the guide segment closely matches a

diameter of the shaped section.

25. The suture driving assembly of claim i . where the constraining channel comprises an

inner diameter larger than a diameter of the guide segment.

26. The suture driving assembly of claim 1, further comprising at least a second needle

assembly comprising a second tissue piercing end distal to a second shaped section having a

second curvilinear shape, the second shaped section being elastically defoπnable into a

second strained state and upon release assumes the second curvilinear shape.



27. The suture driving assembly of claim 26. where a second end of the suture is coupled

to the second needle assembly.

28. The suture driving assembly of claim 1. where at least the shaped section comprises a

material selected from the group consisting of a spring metal and a shape memory alloy.

29. The suture driving assembly of claim 1, where the suture retriever assembly

comprises a structure selected from the group consisting of a set of jaws, a recessed notch,

pawl, funnel, catch cloth, magnetic coupling device, finger trap, or other gripping mechanism.

30. The suture driving assembly of claim 1. where the distal end comprises one or more

vacuum lumens for securing tissue thereagainst.

31. The suture driving assembly of claim 1, where the distal end comprises a bonding

agent for securing tissue theτeagaiiist.

32. The suture driving assembly of claim 1. where the distal end comprises a pledget

removably positioned on the tissue engaging surface.

33. A suture driving assembly for closing an opening m a tissue section, the assembly

comprising:

a first needle assembly having a tissue piercing end distal and being elastical ϊy

deformable when restrained into a strained state and upon release assumes the curvilinear

shape;

a suture exterior to the needle assembly and having at least one end front-loaded into

a needle lumen of a first tissue piercing portion of the first needle assembly;

a main body having a tissue engaging surface at a distal end. at least one constraining

channel and at least one retrieving channel each of which having an opening at the tissue

engaging surface;

where the constraining channel extends through the main body and comprises at least

a restraining portion having a profile to maintain the needle assembly into the strained state

and a guide segment portion adjacent to the constraining channel opening and having a profile

to release needle assembly into the curvilinear shape when advanced therethrough and upon

continued advancement the needle assembly exsts the opening of the constraining channel in

the curvilinear shape:

a suture retriever assembly located in the needle retrieving channel and comprising a

pawl mechanism, where the pawl mechanism interferes with the front loaded suture and

needle assembly when advanced therein where rearward movement of the front loaded suture

and needle assembly causes the pawl to engage the suture to retain the suture within the



needle retrieving channel; and

an clamping member axially moveable relative to the tissue engaging urface the

clamping member having a first profile, where the clamping member can advance through an

opening in the tissue section and where the clamping member can be withdrawn toward the

tissue supporting face to secure the tissue section therebetween when expanded.

34. The suture driving assembly of claim 32, where the elongate shaped section

comprises a non-circular cros;.-sectional shape.

35. The suture driving assembly of claim 34, where the constraining channel comprises at

least a portion having a non-circular cross-sectional shape to allow a sliding fit with the non-

circular cross-sectional shape of the elongate section of the needle assembly

36. The suture driving assembly of claim 32. where the clamping member is expandable.

37. The suture driving assembly of claim 32. where the clamping member comprises a

living hinge structure.

38. The suture driving assembly of claim 32. where the clamping member comprises at

least one recess and the tissue engaging surface comprises at least one protrusion where the

protrusion and recess are removably nestable within each other to cause tissue secured

therebetween to assume a shape.

39. The suture driving assembly of claim 32, where the needle assembly further

comprises an elongate shaped section having a curvilinear shape.

40. The suture driving assembly of claim 32, further comprising a second needle

assembly where a second end of the suture is front loaded into a second tissue piercing

portion of the second needle assembly where a second intermediate section of the suture

extends along an exterior of the needle assembly

4 1. The suture driving assembly of claim 32, where the clamping member is located on a

distal end of a shaft, where the shaft extends through at least a portion of the body.

42. The tissue closure assembly of claim 41, where the shaft comprises a guidewire

lumen such that the suture driving assembly can be advanced over a guidewire.

43. The suture driving assembly of claim 32. where the clamping member comprises a

balloon.



44. The suture driving assembly of claim 43 where the balloon comprises a material

selected from PET, nylon, TPE, silicone, and latex.

45. The suture driving assembly of claim 32, where the pawl mechanism reduces a

diameter of the retrieving channel to less than a size of the needle assembly and s ture where

the pawl mechanism is biased to allow movement of the needle assembly and suture in a first

direction and resist movement of the needle assembly and suture in a second direction where

rearward movement of the needle assembly from the retrieving channel causes the paw

mechanism to compress and retain the suture within the retrieving channel.

46. The suture driving assembly of claim 32, where the retrieving channel extends only

partially through the main body.

47. The suture driving assembly of claim 32. where the curvilinear shape of the shaped

section comprises a tliree-diiπensiona ϊ curvilinear shape.

48. The suture driving assembly of claim 32. where the shaped section comprises a

plurality of curved segments such that advancement of the needle assembly causes the tissue

piercing end to penetrate tissue at a plurality of locations.

49. The suture driving assembly of claim 48, where the shaped section comprises a

helically shaped section.

50. The suture driving assembly of claim 32, where the restraining portion maintains the

strained state of the shaped section in a substantially linear shape.

51. The suture driving assembly of claim 32, where the needle assembly comprises a

material selected from the group consisting of a spring metal and a shape memory alloy.

52. The suture driving assembly of claim 32, where the distal end comprises one or more

vacuum lumens for securing tissue thereagainst.

53. The suture driving assembly of claim 1, where the distal end comprises a bonding

agent for securing tissue thereagainst.

54. The suture driving assembly of claim 32. where the distal end comprises a pledget

removably positioned on the tissue engaging surface.



55. A method for positioning a suture in a wall of an organ to close an opening in the

wall, the method comprising:

placing a mam body adjacent to a proximal side of the tissue, where the mam body

comprises at least one needle assembly coupleable to the suture and within a constraining

channel located in the main body, where the needle assembly comprises a tissue piercing end

distal to an elongate shaped section the elongate shape section having a curvilinear shape the

shaped section being elastically deformable into a strained state within the constraining

channel, and a suture coupled to the needle assembly the main body further including a tissue

engaging surface.

advancing a clamping member through the opening m the organ when the clamping

member ΪS in a reduced profile;

positioning the wall of the organ between the mam body and the clamping member;

advancing the needle assembly from the constraining channel into a guide segment

where the guide segment permits the shaped section of the needle assembly located therein to

revert to the curvilinear shape prior to leaving the guide segment and entering the wall of the

organ:

driving the needle assembly through a proximal side of the wall of the organ such

mat the shaped section moves through the curvilinear shape so that the tissue piercing distal

end and suture re-enter the main body at a retrieving channel; and

withdrawing the main body.

56. The method of claim 55, where the elongate shape of the needle assembly comprises

a non-circular cross-sectional shape, such that the non-cylindrical shape biases the elongate

shape to assume the curvilinear shape

57. The method of claim 55, where advancing the needle assembly comprises advancing

a plurality of needle assembly pairs, where each needle assembly pair is coupled to an end of

a suture and where each needle assembly advances from a respective constraining channel

into a respective guide segment where the guide segment permits the shaped section of the

respective needle assembly located therein to revert to the curvilinear shape prior to leaving

the respective guide segment and enter the wall of the organ: and where the plurality of needle

assemblies move through the curvilinear shape so that the tissue piercing distal end of each

needle assembly pair re-enter the main body at a respective retrieving channel.

58. The method of claim 57, where each guide segment and each retrieving channel is

positioned to feed at least one suture across the opening.



59. The method of claim 57. where the plurality of needle assembly pairs comprise two

pairs coupled respectively to a first and second suture.

60. The method of claim 59. where each guide segment and each retrieving channel i

positioned to feed the first suture approximately 90 degrees from the second suture relative to

the opening in tissue.

6 1. The method of claim 55, further comprising securing the suture in the retrieving

channel while withdrawing the needle assembly back into the constraining channel.

62. The method of claim 61, where the suture is front loaded into the needle assembly

such that securing the suture in the retrieving channel comprises advancing the needle

assembly and suture against a pawl mechanism such that the pawl mechanism compresses the

suture to retain the suture while allowing the needle assembly to be withdrawn back into the

constraining channel.

63. The method of claim 55, where the clamping member comprises a structure selected

from the group consisting of a balloon, . a spline basket, a clamping funnel and a stent-like

structure.

64. The method of claim 55. where positioning the wall of the organ between the main

body and the clamping member comprises axially moving the expandable member relative to

the tissue engaging surface to capture the wall of the organ therebetween.

65. The method of claim 55. where the main body further comprising at least a second

needle assembly, coupled to a second end of the suture where the second needle assembly

comprises a second tissue piercing end distal to a second shaped section having a second

curvilinear shape the second shaped section being elastically defoπnable into a second

strained state and upon release assumes the second curvilinear shape.

66. The method of claim 55. where chiving the needle assembly comprises driving the

needle assemblies on either side of the opening, the method further comprising securing the

suture within the tissue after removing the main body to close the opening.

67. The method of claim 55. further comprising applying suction through a port on the

main body to secure the wall of the organ against the tissue engaging surface.

68. The method of claim 55 further comprising inserting an introducer sheath through

the main body and into the opening.



69. The method of claim 68, where inserting the dilator device through the main body

and into the opening occurs after withdrawing the mam body to expose the suture.

70. The method of claim 68. further comprising dilating the opening by inserting a dilator

device through the main body and into the opening.

7 1 . The method of claim 68. further withdrawing the main body from the organ while

leaving the access introducer sheath and suture in the organ to create a temporary access path

to the organ.

72. The method of claim 7 1, further comprising performing a procedure on the organ

through the access device, removing the access device, and subsequently closing the opening

using the suture.

73. A method positioning a suture within a tissue of the heart for closing an opening in

the heart, the method comprising:

placing a main body adjacent to an exterior surface of the heart, where the main body

comprises at least one needle assembly coupled to the suture and within a constraining

channel located in the mam body where the needle assembly comprises a tissue piercing end

distal to an elongate shaped section the elongate shape section having a curvilinear shape, the

shaped section being eiastically deformable into a strained state within the constraining

channel, and a suture coupled to the needle assembly the main body further including a tissue

engaging surface;

advancing a clamping member through the opening and into the heart:

positioning the a portion of the heart between the main body and the clamping

member:

advancing the needle assembly from the constraining channel into a guide segment,

where the guide segment permits the shaped section of the needle assembly located therein to

revert to the curvilinear shape prior to leaving the guide segment and entering the wall of the

organ; and

driving the needle assembly through a proximal side of the wall of the organ such

that the shaped section moves through the curvilinear shape so that the tissue piercing distal

end and suture re-enter the main body at a retrieving channel: withdrawing the main

body.

74. The method of claim 73, where advancing the needle assembly comprises advancing

a plurality of needle assembly pairs where each needle assembly pair is coupled to an end of

a suture and where each needle assembly advances from a respective constraining channel



into a respective guide segment, where tlie guide segment permits the shaped section of the

respective needle assembly located therein to revert to the curvilinear shape prior to leaving

the respective guide segment and enter the wall of the organ; and where the plurality of needle

assemblies move through the curvilinear shape so that the tissue piercing distal end of each

needle assembly pair re-enter the main body at a respective retrieving channel.

75. The method of claim 73. where each guide segment and each retrieving channel i

positioned to feed at least one suture across the opening.

76. The method of claim 73. where the plurality of needle assembly pairs comprise two

pairs coupled respectively to a first and second suture.

77. The method of claim 76. where each guide segment and each retrieving channel is

positioned to feed the first suture approximately 90 degrees from the second suture relative to

the opening in tissue.

78. The method of claim 73, further comprising securing the suture in the retrieving

channel while withdrawing the needle assembly back into the constraining channel.

79. The method of claim 78, where the suture is front loaded into the needle assembly

such that securing the suture in the retrieving channel comprises advancing the needle

assembly and suture against a pawl mechanism such that the pawl mechanism compresses the

suture to retain the suture while allowing the needle assembly to be withdrawn back into the

constraining channel.

80. The method of claim 7?. where the clamping member comprises a structure selected

from the group consisting of a balloon, a spline basket a spline basket an expandable funnel.

and a stent-like structure.

Sl . The method of claim 73. where positioning the wall of the heart between the main

body and the clamping member comprises axially moving the clamping member relative to

the tissue engaging surface to capture the wall of the heart therebetween.

82. The method of claim 64. further comprising partially reducing the clamping member

and positioning the partially reduced clamping member into the opening.

83. The method of claim 73 where the main body further comprising at least a second

needle assembly, coupled to a second end of the suture, where the second needle assembly

comprises a second tissue piercing end distal to a second shaped section having a second



curvilinear shape the second shaped section being elasticaUy deforniable into a second

strained state and upon release assumes the second curvilinear shape.

S4. The method of claim 73. where driving the needle assembly comprises driving the

needle assemblies on either side of the opening, the method further comprising securing the

suture within the tissue after removing the main body to close the opening.

85. The method of claim 73. further comprising applying suction through a port on the

main body to secure the wall of the heart against the tissue engaging surface.

86. The method of 85 where applying suction comprises applying suction at the tissiie

engaging surface.

87. The method of claim 73, further comprising inserting an introducer sheath through

the main body and into the opening.

88. The method of claim 87, where inserting the dilator device through the main body

and into the opening occurs after withdrawing the main body to expose the suture.

89. The method of claim 87, further comprising dilating the opening by inserting a dilator

device through the main body and into the opening.

90. The method of claim 87 further withdrawing the main body from the heart while

leaving the introducer sheath and suture in the heart to create a temporary access path to the

heart.

91. The method of claim 87, further comprising performing a procedure on the heart

through the introducer sheath, removing the access device, and subsequently closing the

opening using the suture.

92. A suture driving assembly for positioning a suture in a tissue section the assembly

comprising:

at least one needle assembly having a tissue piercing end distal to an elongate shaped

section the elongate shaped section having a curvilinear shape and a non-circular cross-

sectional shape the elongate shaped section being elastically deformabie when restrained into

a strained state and upon release assumes the curvilinear shape the suture coupled to the

needle assembly;

a main body having a tissue engaging surface at a distal end. at least one constraining

channel and at least one retrieving channel each of which having an opening at the tissue

engaging surface;



such that the constraining channel having a non-circular cross-sectional shape that

corresponds to the non-circular cross-sectional shape of the respective elongate shaped

section deployed therein wherein an orientation between the constraining channel and the

shaped section of the needle is provided such that upon advancement the elongate shaped

section of the needle exits the distal end of the constraining channel the needle travels in a

path defined by its curvilinear shape and the cross-sectional shape of the respective

constraining channel and needle assembly;

a suture retriever assembly located in the needle retrieving channel; and

a clamping member axially moveable relative to the tissue engaging surface, the

clamping member having a first profile configured to advance through an opening m the

tissue section and where the clamping member can be withdrawn toward the tissue supporting

face to secure the tissue section therebetween.

95. The suturing device assembly of claim 92. where the constraining channel can be

parallel to or at an angle to, the primary longitudinal axis of the device
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